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Abstract
This paper describes compositional semantics operational denotational and log
ical for a process algebra enhanced with inputoutput actions and preemption
combinators in the presence of fairness
The context of this paper is Triveni a processalgebrabased design methodology
that combines threads and events in the context of objectoriented programming
Triveni has been realized as an Application Programmer Interface in the Java pro
gramming language The semantics described in this paper forms the theoretical
basis of the Triveni programming language and environment
i The operational model described in this paper is the precise formalization of
the implementation
ii The denotational semantics serves as the basis for a nondenability result
This result justies the introduction of certain powerful preemption combina
tors as primitives in Triveni
iii The logical semantics forms the basis of our specicationbased testing envi
ronment realized in the implementation

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 Introduction
This paper describes compositional semantics operational denotational and
logical for a process algebra enhanced with inputoutput actions and pre
emption combinators in the presence of fairness The context of this paper is
Triveni a processalgebrabased design methodology that combines threads
and events in the context of objectoriented programming 	
 Triveni has
been realized as an API JavaTriveni 
 in the Java programming lan
guage A case study in JavaTriveni is described in 	
 involving the re
implementation of a piece of telecommunication software  the Carrier Group
Alarms CGA software of Lucent Technologies ESS switch
The semantics described in this paper is closely tied to the JavaTriveni
programming language and environment In particular the design and imple
mentation of JavaTriveni motivate the combination of features described in
our semantics and the criteria placed on our semantic study

The operational model described in this paper is the precise formalization
of the JavaTriveni implementation

The denotational semantics serves as the basis for a nondenability re
sult This result justies the introduction of certain powerful preemption
combinators as primitives in JavaTriveni

The logical semantics forms the basis of our specicationbased testing en
vironment for JavaTriveni
The underlying process algebra and communication model
Triveni is based on a process algebra that adds preemption combina
tors 
 to the standard combinators from process algebra such as parallel
composition waiting for events hiding events and so forth The Java event
model is based on the Observer pattern


 hence compatibility require
ments with event models based on this pattern dictate certain aspects of the
process algebra
Criterion  The communication model is multicast the processes are input
enabled 	 and output actions cannot block 	

In addition Triveni is compatible with existing threads standards eg
Pthreads Java threads In particular Triveni allows existing threads in
the host language that conform to an Observerpatternbased interface to be
used as subcomponents This forces the following openness requirement on
the semantic model
Criterion  The semantic model must identify a general class of processes
that can be used as primitives in the process algebra
 This description must

In the Observer pattern events are generated by event sources subjects and one or more
listeners observers can register with a source to be notied about events of a particular
kind

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provide a criterion that can be checked on the behavior of processes and must
thus be independent of the syntax of processes

Fairness in Triveni
Fairness is necessary to provide useful techniques for reasoning about pre
emption combinators in the context of threads in particular fairness ensures
some liveness properties which would not hold otherwise liveness enhanc
ing 
 For example consider the program
 DO p WATCH e TOUT q jj EMIT e
in which the left hand process is executing p until the occurrence of event
e after which p is aborted and q is started The right hand process simply
emits the e event Fairness among parallel processes is necessary to guarantee
that the right hand side will eventually get a chance to emit the e event and
hence that the left hand side will eventually abort its execution of p and begin
execution of q As in any programming language compositional reasoning is
vital
Criterion  The semantic model must support a compositional treatment
of fairness


 Our results
The concerns of inputoutput actions preemption and fairness form the basis
of our semantic study We describe operational denotational and logical se
mantics and show correspondence theorems relating the three semantics Our
results hold for both strong fairness a process that is able to execute some
output event occurrence innitely often is given a chance to execute that out
put event occurrence innitely often and weak fairness a process that is
continually able to execute some output event occurrence is given a chance to
execute that output event occurrence innitely often
Operational Semantics
Our operational semantics is given by SOSstyle reduction rules and our
operational model is based on a Petrinet algebra of input enabled processes
extended with a notion of fairness Our denitions of strong and weak fairness
satisfy two of the criteria given in 
 namely they are liveness enhancing and
feasible
We believe that our Petri Net description Denition  is general enough
to encompass the eventrelated behaviors of threads in the Java program
ming language thus these can be added as primitives to the algebra without
aecting the results Thus from a programming language viewpoint our
semantics is independent of the particular syntax that we have chosen for
Triveni making the semantics a study of Triveni and the relevant aspects
of the Java programming language

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Our operational model is the precise formalization of the JavaTriveni
implementation
Denotational Semantics
In order to support local reasoning on the behavior of programs our de
notational semantics is is compositional for all our process operators Theo
rem 	 These results hold for both the stronglyweakly fair traces variants
of the semantics
The denotational semantics serves as the basis for a nondenability re
sult Theorem  All the Triveni combinators  with the exception of
one preemption operator  have the following property they are closed on
the class of Triveni processes for which our strong fair semantics and weak
fair semantics coincide Namely this property is satised by the preemption
combinator for process abortion but violated by the preemption combinator
for process suspension Hence this result justies the introduction of these
preemption combinators as primitives in Triveni
Logical semantics
We describe a logical semantics based on propositional lineartime tem
poral logic PLTL 
 The primary purpose of the logical semantics is to
show that our denitions of fairness are reasonable from a dierent viewpoint
Theorem  and to clarify the relationship between our algebra and syn
chronous programming languages This semantics also serves as the basis for
specicationbased testing of safety properties expressed in PLTL in the im
plementation of JavaTriveni Theorem  From a technical viewpoint this
semantics is quite standard and yields algorithms for deciding PLTL properties
using modelchecking techniques
Related and Future Work
From a programming language viewpoint one aim of the semantic study of
the Triveni project is the potential use of concurrency theory techniques for
a formal semantic description of substantial fragments of Java  one might
even use poetic license and dare to dream of something with the precision
and completeness of the formal denition of ML In this context the contri
bution of this paper is to demonstrate that a simple compositional treatment
of fairness is necessary and possible In the future we plan to study the issue
of mobility 
 namely dynamic channel creation and passing We ex
pect that this will nicely enhance Triveni since mobility permits a uniform
semantic treatment of dynamic channels and process creation 
 and the
rudiments of objectoriented programming 

Our work inherits the ideas of preemption combinators and inputenabled
processes from synchronous programming languages such as Esterel 
 Lus
tre 
 Signal 
 Statecharts 	
 etc
 See for instance 
 for sur

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veys From the viewpoint of synchronous programming languages the se
mantic descriptions in this paper demonstrate the extent to which instanta
neous is approximated by eventually  fairness  this relationship is explained
more precisely in the section on logical semantics Indeed a portion of our
work can be viewed as adding notions of asynchrony to synchronous program
ming languages 
 While Triveni is intentionally less expressive than the
language of 
 we remark that the issues and context of the semantic study of
fairness of this paper remain relevant to 
 In particular we believe that the
methods used to address issues of fairness in this paper do not conict with
the methods used to describe the semantics of the more powerful language
of 
 and we plan to study the extension of our results to 

Denability results distinguishing dierent notions of fairness have been
studied extensively in the dataow literature eg see 	
 Similar re
sults in SCCS distinguish dierent delay operators 
 In contrast our de
nability study focuses on distinguishing preemption combinators we use the
dierent notions of fairness as tools in this study
Our work is related to IO Automata eg see 
 Complete Trace
Structures 
 and Receptive Process Theory 
 These theories distinguish
input and output actions and require all input actions to be enabled in ev
ery reachable state of the system However in all of these theories only
components with disjoint output alphabets can be composed in parallel this
restriction is essential for the substitutivity of the fair traces semantics Since
Triveni is the basis for a programming language this restriction is far too
stringent for our purposes and our fair traces semantics are compositional
even for parallel processes whose alphabets may intersect
Our work is strongly inspired by the elegant results of Vaandrager 

who also lifts this restriction denes a general class of IO Calculi and gives
a denition of weakly fair traces based on the actual proof derivations of
terms He then shows that his weakly fair traces semantics is substitutive
for any IO Calculus Our process calculus Triveni is in fact an IO Calculus
and hence his results immediately imply that his weakly fair trace semantics
is substitutive for Triveni However our fair traces semantics dier from
that of Vaandrager in a few important respects First our results hold for
strong fairness and weak fairness and hence yield our nondenability result
Secondly we justify our denitions via an alternative treatment of fairness 
namely a standard temporal logic based analysis Thirdly the Petri net basis
of our semantic study  in particular the succinct coding of parallel com
position  motivates an e cient implementation of JavaTriveni programs
the size of the implementation is linear in the size of the program Finally in
contrast to 
 our semantics are fair only with respect to the parallel compo
sition operator and not with respect to dierent event occurrences that arise
from loop unwinding We clarify this point later merely noting here that our
view permits our semantics to satisfy the equation LOOP p ! p LOOP p This
equation is important in a programming context such as Triveni On the
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other hand we emphasize that our results apply only to process calculi on our
particular class of Petri Nets  the interpretation of the general class of IO
Calculi in our class of Petri nets is a problem to be studied in the future
Other related work 
 studies failures and testing congruences in the
setting of process algebras with fairness We restrict attention to tracebased
semantics primarily due to the strong connection with PLTL
Rest of the paper
First we introduce the process algebra via SOS rules We follow with a
description of the Petri net model We establish an algebra of combinators on
the Petri net model and show that the Petri net model satises the desiderata
on fairness This section includes a description of the denotational semantics
based on traces The section concludes with the compositionality theorem of
the model of stronglyweakly fair traces and the nondenablity theorem
Finally we sketch of a logical semantics based on temporal logic and Buchi
automata
 The Process Algebra
Let e range over a possibly innite

set E of events e denotes an input
event e denotes an output event E denotes fe  e  Eg and E  denotes
fe  e  Eg There are three distinguished actions 
p
 f not in E   E We
write  to denote f
p
 fg  E  E 
The rest of this section illustrates inputenabledness and the preemption
combinators in the context of a concrete syntax of processes and labeled tran
sition systems Recall however that our main results allow a large class of
Petri Nets to be used as base cases in the algebra Note that the processes
are inputenabled all our constructions will carefully ensure that there is a
transition on any input event
p   ! NIL j DONE j EMIT e j p jj p j p  p j p HIDE e j p j ep
LOOP p j DO p WATCH e TOUT p j SUSP p on e RES e j
WAKE p on e SLEEP e
The f action is special useful in the treatment of fairness All processes
idle on the f action
p
f
 p
The processes NIL and DONE cannot perform any output action in E  The
dierence between them is that DONE terminates as indicated by the
p
tran
sition Importantly our denition of fairness will guarantee that every fair
trace of DONE will contain an occurrence of
p


However the decidability result for modelchecking of Triveni processes only holds when
this set is nite
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NIL
e
 NIL DONE
e
 DONE DONE
p
 NIL e  E
The process EMIT can perform an output action and evolve to DONE Our def
inition of fairness will guarantee that every fair trace of EMIT e will contain
e and
p

EMIT e
e

DONE EMIT e
e



EMIT e e

 E
Process p can perform a silent action  and evolve to p
p

 p p
e
 p e  E
On receipt of event e process ep evolves to p on any other input event
the process terminates
e	p
e
 p e	p
e


 DONE e

 E  feg
In parallel composition e and e transitions synchronize Note that the rules
ensure that e is broadcast ie a single e satises all e requests at this
transition
p
e
 p

q
e
 q

p jj q
e
 p

jj q

p
e
 p

q
e
 q

p jj q
e
 p

jj q

p
e
 p

q
e
 q

p jj q
e
 p

jj q

e  E
Parallel components can evolve autonomously on  
p

 p

p jj q

 p

jj q
q

 q

p jj q

 p jj q

Parallel composition terminates when both components terminate the com
ponent terminating later emits the required
p
action
p
p
 p

p jj q

 q
q
p
 q

p jj q

 p
Hiding e is intended to model local events All internal e transitions are
restricted and all internal e transitions are transformed to  actions
p
e
 p

p HIDE e

 p

HIDE e
p HIDE e
e
 p HIDE e
p

 p

p HIDE e

 p

HIDE e
  f
p
g  E  E  fe eg
Sequential composition works as expected
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p
p
 p

p 
 q

 q
p

 p

p 
 q

 p


 q
  fg  E	  E 
LOOP p models the looping construct As is usually the case in eventdriven
programming languages we use loop rather than guarded recursion however
we note that all of our results hold for guarded recursion as well
p

 p

LOOP p

 p


 LOOP p
p
p
 p

LOOP p

 LOOP p
  fg  E  E 
The watchdog DO p WATCH e TOUT q terminates and invokes q on receipt of
an external e e or an internal e e
DO p WATCH e TOUT q
e

q
p
e
 p

DO p WATCH e	 TOUT q
e
 q
Process p continues to evolve until either e or e happens or p terminates the
termination of p also terminates the watchdog Note that internal e events
of p are restricted
p

 p

DO p WATCH e	 TOUT q

 DO p

WATCH e	 TOUT q
  fg  E  E  fe eg
p
p
 p

DO p WATCH e	 TOUT q
p
 p

SUSP p on e

 RES e

 suspends on receipt of an external e

e

 or internal
e

e

 and resumes on receipt of an external e

e


SUSP p on e

	 RES e

	
e


 WAKE p on e

	 SLEEP e

	
p
e


 p

SUSP p on e

	 RES e

	
e


 WAKE p

on e

	 SLEEP e

	
SUSP p on e

 RES e

 allows p to evolve and terminate
p

 p

SUSP p on e

	 RES e

	

 SUSP p

on e

	 RES e

	
  fg  E  E  fe

 e

g
p
p
 p

SUSP p on e

	 RES e

	
p
 p

WAKE p on e

 SLEEP e

 sleeps until an external e

e

 happens and goes

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back to sleep on e


WAKE p on e

	 SLEEP e

	
e


 SUSP p on e

	 RES e

	
WAKE p on e

	 SLEEP e

	
e
 WAKE p on e

	 SLEEP e

	 e  E  fe

g
Dening Other Combinators
Example  The analogue of prexing a process that waits for e and then
starts p can be dened as
AWAIT ep ! DO NIL WATCH e TOUT p

Example  This example illustrates that nondeterminism can arise in
Triveni via the delays in delivery of events and competition between events
P

 P

 P

can be dened as
 DO  DO EMIT a

  P

WATCH a

 TOUT DONE WATCH a

 TOUT DONE jj
DO  DO EMIT a

  P

WATCH a

 TOUT DONE WATCH a

 TOUT DONE jj
DO  DO EMIT a

  P

WATCH a

 TOUT DONE WATCH a

 TOUT DONE 

HIDE a

HIDE a

HIDE a

where a

 a

 a

are fresh event names not occurring in P

 P

 P


 PetriNet Semantics
We now describe an algebra of nets underlying Triveni The heart of this
section is Denition  that identies RFT nets our class of nets extended
with a notion of fairness We emphasize that any primitive process P satisfying
Denition  can be added as a primitive to the algebra without aecting the
semantic results In addition if the stronglyweakly fair traces of the Petri
net model of P form an regular set all the decidability results of Section 
also hold This makes our semantics essentially independent of the particular
syntax that we have chosen for the process algebra and allows it to encompass
the relevant aspects of the Java programming language
The rest of this section is organized as follows We begin by reviewing
standard denitions to keep the paper selfcontained We follow with the
denition of RFT nets and study general properties of RFT nets with respect
to fairness Next we describe the algebra of RFT nets  in this subsection we
rely on the power of pictures leaving the detailed denitions to the appendix
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
 Background
We use the standard denitions cf
 
 of Petri nets and their operational
behavior We use the following notation Let  be a possibly innite sequence
Then jj is dened to be the length of  if  is nite jj is dened as  if 
is innite The restriction of  to an alphabet " is written  


Denition  A labeled Petri Net N  is a triple hS
N
 T
N
 Start
N
i where
S
N
is the set of places T
N
is the set of transitions and Start
N
is the set of
initially marked places which contain tokens Every transition t in T
N
has a label l
N
t a preset pre
N
t and a postset post
N
t Transitions are
represented graphically as horizontal bars places are represented as circles
and tokens are represented as dots in these circles The preset of a transition
is the set of places from which there is an arrow to the transition the post
set of a transition is the set of places to which there is an arrow from the
transition
A marking of a net is an assignment of a nonnegative number of tokens
to each place in the net A transition t is enabled under a marking i every
place in the preset of t contains at least one token If a transition t is enabled
in a marking then t can re by removing a token from each place in its preset
and placing a token into each place in its postset We write M
t
 M

if t is
enabled in marking M  and ring t in M results in marking M


A run r of a net is a nite or innite sequence M

t

M

t

   of markings
and transitions such that M

is the initial marking and M
i
t
i
M
i
for all i
with   i  jrj The reachable markings of a net are exactly those markings
that result from ring some run A net is safe i every place contains at
most one token under any reachable marking The trace of a run r is the
projection of the sequence of transition labels of r onto E   E  f
p
 fg in
particular all occurrences of  are erased The traces of N are the traces of
runs of N 

 RFT nets
RFT Nets are a subclass of labeled safe Petri nets which extend the above
class of nets with a set of fair places The following denition captures quite
a general notion of an input enabled process
Denition  Let E be a possibly innite set of events Then the tuple
hS
N
 T
N
 Start
N
 FS
N
i is a RFT Net i
i hS
N
 T
N
 Start
N
i is a safe possibly innite Petri net with transitions
labeled by actions in E E  f
p
 fg All transitions have nonempty
presets
These conditions are standard in Petrinetbased semantics of process
algebras 

ii Start
N
the initial marking is nite and the preset and the post sets of

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all transitions are nite For any reachable marking M  the number of
markings M

immediately reachable from M ie M
t
 M

for some
transition t is nite
This is a computability restriction capturing nite branching constraints
as adapted to input enabled processes This condition is not restric
tive since the primary source of innite branching in specications arises
from the imposition of fairness considerations and RFT nets capture the
transition system before fairness considerations are imposed
iii FS
N
 S
N
is termed the set of fair places For every place s  FS
N
and every transition t  T
N
such that l
N
t  E s  pre
N
t post
N
t
This is the intentional information for modeling fairness  the key
innovation in this denition
iv There is some f labeled transition enabled in every reachable marking
Furthermore for all f labeled transitions t  T
N
 pre
N
t ! post
N
t
This condition can be satised by adding idling transitions on f to
every place
v For all   E there is some labeled transition enabled in every reach
able marking
This condition corresponds to inputenabledness
vi Let M and M

be any reachable markings such that M
t
 M

for
some
p
labeled transition t  T
N
 Then for all transitions t

 T
N
and
markings M

 if M

t

M

 then l
N
t

  E  ffg and M

! M


This condition merely says that the net is quiescent once a
p
tran
sition is red
The role of the fair places of RFT nets is to ensure that if a transition
whose label is in E   f
p
 g is enabled innitely often or continually in
a run then it is red innitely often in that run The following denition
captures this intuition
Denition  Let s be a place in a net N  and M be a reachable marking
of N  Then s is emptiable in M i there is some transition t enabled in M
such that s  pre
N
t post
N
t and we say that t empties s
Let r ! M

t

M

t

   be a run of a RFT net N  and let s be a place of
N  Then r is strongly fair for s i the following holds if there are innitely
many M
j
in r such that s is emptiable in M
j
 then there are innitely many
t
k
in r that empty s We say that r is strongly fair i it is strongly fair for all
s  FS
N

Let r ! M

t

M

t

   be a run of a RFT net N  and let s be a place of N 
Then r is weakly fair for s i the following holds if there exists some i such
that s is emptiable in M
j
for all j  i then there are innitely many t
k
in r
that empty s We say that r is weakly fair i it is weakly fair for all s  FS
N

We note that Denition  and conditions  and  of Denition 

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together imply that fair places can be emptied only by transitions with labels
in E   f
p
 g
The denitions of fair runs induce the denitions of fair traces
Denition  The strongly fair traces of N  N 


Strong
 is the set of innite
traces of strongly fair runs of N  The weakly fair traces of N  N 


Weak
 is the
set of innite traces of weakly fair runs of N  N 


Fin
is the set of nite traces
of N 

 Feasibility
Our denition of fairness is feasible 
 as adapted to inputenabled pro
cesses 

Lemma  Let N be any net
 Then

Let  be a nite trace of N  and let 	 be a possibly innite sequence over
E
 Then there is some 

such that 	 is the projection of 

onto E and


is an innite strongly weakly fair trace of N 


The set of nite prexes of elements of N 


Strong
 the set of nite prexes of
elements of N 


Weak
 and the set N 


Fin
are all equal

These assertions are proved by the construction of schedulers that essen
tially maintain a FIFO discipline details omitted for space reasons These
schedulers permit every nite execution to be extended to an innite strongly
weakly fair one

 The Net Translation
We now dene operations on RFT nets In all the following gures the word
tick is used to represent the termination symbol
p

The base cases
Consider Figure   the formal denition is given in Denition A in the
appendix The strongweak fair traces of NIL will be E ffg

since the
net translation of NIL has no fair places For DONE the initial place is a fair
place and the only transition that empties it is the one labeled
p
 hence the
denitions now ensure that any strongweak fair trace of DONE will contain
a
p
 For EMIT e the only transition that empties the initial fair place is the
one labeled e Similarly the only transition that empties the second fair
place is
p
 The denitions now ensure that any strongweak fair trace of
EMIT e will contain these two events
Prexing
The descriptions of the net constructions for eN and guarded choice are
not surprising and are given in Denition A in the appendix We merely note

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tick
all labels
in E? and ffair
place
all labels
in E? and f
all labels
in E? and f
tick
all labels
in E? and ffair
place
e!
all labels
in E? and f
fair
place
all labels
in E? and f
DONE
EMIT e!
NIL
Fig  Net translation for NIL  DONE and EMIT e
that the fair places of the resulting nets e N come from the union of the fair
places of N and the fair places of DONE Furthermore the strongly fair traces
of eN are of the form E fegDONE


Strong
 es where s  N 


Strong
 A
completely analogous property holds for weakly fair traces
Hiding
N HIDE e is informally depicted in Figure  the formal denition is in
Denition A of appendix The fair places of the resulting net are completely
induced by the fair places of N 
e?
N
remove all e?-labeled transitions from N
relabel all e!-labeled transitions in N to tau
start places
of N
initially
marked
Fig  Net translation for N HIDE e	
There are two kinds of strongly fair traces in N HIDE e


Strong
 For the
rst kind let  be a some strongly fair trace of N that does not contain
any occurrences of e and let 

! 



   be the projection of  onto
E E feg f
p
 fg If 

is innite then any sequence of the form 

!


e



e

   is a strongly fair trace of N HIDE e Namely all occurrences
of e in  are restricted all occurences of e in  are hidden and then nite
sequences of e events are interspersed at arbitrary points in the middle For
the second kind of strongly fair traces let  be a nite trace of N that does
not contain any occurrences of e and let 

and 

be as above except that
they are nite Then 

e

is a fair trace of N HIDE e whenever f

is a fair
trace of N  Thus for hiding the f event serves as a quiescence detector

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much as
p
serves as a termination detector Innite subsequences of this
event predict when it is correct to append an innite subsequence of e events
to a nite trace A completely analogous property holds for weakly fair traces
Sequential composition
Figure  presents the standard intuition for the net construction for se
quential composition Denition A of appendix we merely note that the
set of the fair places of N

 N

is just the union of the fair places of N

and
the fair places of N


tau
N1
N2
start
places
of N2
new place in preset of all N1 trans
new place in postset of all N1 non-tick trans
start places of N2 in postset of all N1 tick trans
relabel all N1 tick trans to tau
start places of N1
initially marked
Fig  Net translation for N


 N

The strongly fair traces of N

 N

are of two kinds Firstly any strongly fair
trace of N

is a strongly fair trace of N

 N

 Secondly any nite terminated
trace of N

concatenated with a strongly fair trace of N

is also a strongly fair
trace of N

 N

 Similarly for weak fairness
Loop
The denition of the net for LOOP N Denition A of appendix follows
standard intuitions countable many copies of N connected by   The fair
places of LOOP N are simply the union of the fair places of the countably many
copies of N  Thus the strongly fair traces of LOOP N are of two kinds Firstly
any trace that involves innite unwinding of the loop is a strongly fair trace
of LOOP N  Secondly any trace that involves nite unwinding of the loop and
projects down to a strongly fair trace on the last unwinding is also a strongly
fair trace of LOOP N  An analogous property holds for weakly fair traces
The construction for LOOP shows that our denitions of fairness both
strong and weak applies only to event occurrences rather than event names
in particular loop unwinding does not preserve event occurrences This is in
contrast to 

Example  Consider a process r ! LOOP EMIT e  q Our treatment
considers an execution of r that continually chooses to execute the q process

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to be strongly fair since the dierent enablings of e in the unwindings of the
loop correspond to dierent event occurrences Consequently our treatment
of fairness both strong and weak satises in terms of fair traces LOOP p !
p LOOP p
Watchdog
The watchdog combinator is described in Figure  Denition A of ap
pendix The fair places of the resulting net are given by the union of the fair
places of N

 N


start places 
are initially
marked
of N1
places
start
of N2
N2
tick
all labels in 
E? and f
N1
e? e!
start places of N2 in postset of all N1 e! trans
new marked place in postset of all N1 non-tick and non-e! trans
new marked place in preset of all N1 trans
remove all e? trans from N1
Fig  Net translation for DO N

WATCH e	 TOUT N

	
The strongly fair traces of DO N

WATCH e TOUT N

 are of two kinds
Firstly any strongly fair trace of N

that does not contain e or e is a strongly
fair trace of DO N

WATCH e TOUT N

 Secondly any nite trace of N

that
does not contain e or e except as its last element and is followed by a strongly
fair trace of N

is also a strongly fair trace of DO N

WATCH e TOUT N

 An
analogous property holds for weakly fair traces
Suspension	Activation
The denition for the supensionactivation combinator follows the intuition
described in Figure  on the next page Denition A of appendix The fair
places of the resulting net are given by the fair places of N 
The supensionactivation combinator illustrates the dierence between strong
and weak fairness Indeed this combinator is the sole way in Triveni to have
alternating enabling and disabling of event occurrences
Example 
 Consider the process
 SUSP EMIT e on a RES b
 jj LOOP EMIT a
 jj LOOP EMIT b

Every strongly fair trace of this process must contain the event e However
there are some weakly fair traces that do not contain the event e

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start places 
are initially
marked
tick
all labels in 
E? and f
e1!e1?
E?  and f
labels in
e2?
N
of N
all non-e2? 
new marked place in preset of all N trans
remove all e1? transitions from N
new marked place in postset of all N non-tick and non-e1! trans
Fig  Net translation for SUSP N on e

	 RES e

	
In general any innite trace that involves innitely many suspensions and
activations of N is a weakly fair trace Such a trace is strongly fair only if its
projection to N is strongly fair
Parallel composition
e1?
ticktau tick tau
tau tau
synchronize all compatible trans in N1 and N2
e2!
e1? e1?
e2? e2!
N2N1
make a copy of all tick trans in N1 and N2
new unmarked place in preset of all  tick trans
new marked place in preset of all copied tick trans
relabel copied ticks to tau
new unmarked place in postset of all copied tick trans
keep all tick and tau labeled transitions
f f
f
Fig  Net translation for N

jj N

For parallel composition it helps to formalize the idea of compatible labels
Let 

 

 E  E   f
p
 fg We say that 

and 

are compatible i
either 

! e ! 

for some e  E in this case the compatible label is
e or 

! e and 

! e or viceversa for some e  E in this case
the compatible label is e or 

! f ! 

in this case the compatible
label is f For compatible 

 

 we write compatible 

 

 to denote their
compatible label Figure  describes the construction for parallel composition
note that the fair places of the resulting net is the union of the fair places of
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the individual nets Indeed the disjointunion of places that naturally arises
in the Petri net presentationa reection of its truly concurrent natureis
crucial to our theory The denition formally in Denition A of appendix
also reects that our parallel composition terminates when both components
terminate the rst terminating component emits a  rather than a
p
 and
the later terminating component emits the required
p
action
The denition of parallel composition preserves intentional information
about which parallel component emitted a particular transition with label in
E  f
p
g The theories of 
 accomplish this by requiring the stringent
restriction that parallel components have disjoint labels The disjointunion
of places that naturally arise because of the spatial true concurrency nature
of Petri nets together with our condition  on fair places of RFT nets allow
us to remove this restriction while preserving compositionality In particu
lar the emptiable condition on places preserves intentional information about
which parallel component emitted an output action
These intuitions are summarized in the following discussion Any fair place
s in an RFT net N ! N

jj N

must be a fair place of exactly one of N

or N


We now argue informally that s is emptiable in a marking of N whenever s is
emptiable in the induced marking M

 of N

or M

of N

 Assume that s is
a fair place ofN

the other case is symmetric We argue informally as follows
Suppose that s is emptiable in marking M of N  Thus there must be some
transition t in N with label in E f
p
g such that s  pre
N
tpost
N
t The
key case is when t is labeled with e In this case t must be of the form ht

 t

i
where e is the compatible label of l
N

t

 and l
N

t

 Thus exactly one of
t

 t

must be elabeled in their respective nets and exactly one of them must
be elabeled Since s  pre
N
t post
N
t the parallel composition operator
implies that s  pre
N

t post
N

t thus condition  of RFT nets implies
that t

cannot be elabeled in N

 Hence it must be elabeled and so s is
emptiable in marking M

of N



 Theorems
The net constructions are reasonable
For any process p netp is dened inductively the base processes are
dened as the corresponding RFT nets and the process operators are dened
compositionally from the corresponding net operators in the obvious manner
The following lemma is simply a coherence check ignoring the fairness in
formation in RFT nets takes us back to a familiar transition system point of
view
Lemma 

RFT nets are closed under all of the net operators


The labeled transition systems of p and netp are strongly bisimilar

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Compositionality of FairTrace Semantics
The following theorem is the fruit of labor of the preceding pages The
formal proof is omitted for space reasons However the intuitions behind the
proofs of the key cases of hiding and parallel composition have been described
informally earlier
Theorem  The nite trace semantics 	


Fin
 the strongly fair traces seman
tics 	


Strong
 and the weakly fair traces semantics 	


Weak
are each compositional
for all the process operators on nets

Non	denability result
All process operators except suspendactivate are closed on nets that do
not distinguish weak and strong fairness ie nets N such that N 


Strong
!
N 


Weak
 This makes intuitive sense since these operators do not ever reenable
a disabled transition As we have seen earlier Example  the suspend
activate combinator does not satisfy this invariant Thus
Theorem  The suspendactivate combinator is not denable from the
following algebra

External constants are RFT nets N satisfying N 


Strong
! N 


Weak



All process combinators except the suspendactivate combinator are allowed

Implementation notes
In the implementation of the Java programming language there are two
queues

 one each for active and suspended processes The standard Java
scheduler in most nonUnix platforms timeshares between the processes in
the active queue There are no guarantees provided about the position of a pro
cess when it moves to the active queue from the the suspended queue Thus a
straightforward implementation that realizes event emission via threads imple
ments weak fairness Our current implementation implements strong fairness
using the scheduler in the proof of the feasibility criterion for strong fairness
This scheduler essentially manipulates the above two queues by itself
Notes on Equivalence robustness

 denes the criterion of equivalence robust as follows reorderings of
independent event occurrences do not aect the fairness of an execution The
following example suggests that a reasonable notion of fairness cannot be
nontrivially equivalence robust
LOOP EMIT a
 jj LOOP EMIT b
 jj LOOP EMIT c
 jj LOOP EMIT d
 jj
 SUSP  SUSP EMIT e on a RES b
 on c RES d

More precisely two queues per priority level we ignore priority issues here since all
threads in the implementation of Triveni have the same priority

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Since there is no nontrivial causal relationship among the production of
the a b c d events equivalence robustness requires one to be able to re
order these events without aecting fairness However the trace acdb

is
strongly unfair whereas the trace acbd

is strongly fair Similar but more
involved examples demonstrate this for the case of weak fairness
 Temporal Logic
We now describe the connections with lineartime temporal logic and model
checking For the purposes of this section we are interested in properties that
have to do with events and fairness rather than termination In this section
we assume that the set of events E is nite We use propositional lineartime
logic without next and previous ie propositional lineartime logic without
immediate operators 
 and where the propositions are output events

   ! e j 

 j 
  
 j 
  
 j 
 
 j 
 j 
 j 
 U 
 j 
W 
 j


 j


 j 
 S 
 j 
 B 

Let nil be dened as 

W
eE
e
Instantaneous  eventually  fairness
We use the standard denition 
 for when a possibly innite sequence
 over EE f
p
 fg satises a PLTL formula In particular  j satises
e i e is the j
th
element of 
Denition  Let p be a Triveni process 
 a formula Then p strong
weak fairly satises 
 i all the innite strong weak fair traces of p satisfy

 namely all sequences in p


Strong
p


Weak
 satisfy 
 A similar denition
holds for RFT nets
A sample of the properties follows The following properties clarify the
nature of the approximation to synchronous programming languages achieved
in Triveni in all cases instantaneously is replaced by eventually in the pres
ence of fairness In particular the liveness properties are guaranteed because
of fairness they would not hold otherwise
p j 
AWAIT e	p jj EMIT e j 
q j 
 DO p WATCH e	 TOUT q jj EMIT e j   nil
EMIT e j e  SUSP p on e

	 RES e

	 HIDE e

 jj EMIT e

 j nil
Alternate justication for our fairness notions
We can associate constructions on Buchi automata with process combina
tors The constructions are straightforward and follow the intuitions of the
Petri net constructions for example the Buchi automaton for the process
	
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all labels in E? and f
tick
e!
all labels in E? and f
all labels in E? and f
Fig  Buchi automaton for EMIT e
EMIT e and the suspendactivate combinator are in Figures  and  and
the construction for parallel composition is a simple variant of the standard
intersection construction for Buchi automata
S
b?
N
COPY-S
TRANSITION LABELED b? FROM COPY BACK TO STATE
REPLACE ALL  (S--> T) a! TRANSITIONS   in N
BY (S--> COPYT) a! TRANSITIONS
REMOVE ALL a? TRANSITIONS in N
NEW COPY-STATES FOR EACH STATE OF N.
TRANSITIONS LABELED a? FROM EACH STATE TO COPY
a?
FINAL STATES: FOR WEAK FAIRNESS, ALL NEW COPY STATES ARE FINAL
 FOR STRONG FAIRNESS, NO NEW COPY STATE IS FINAL
ALL FINAL STATES OF N  REMAIN FINAL STATES
Fig  Buchi automaton for SUSP N on a	 RES b	
Theorem 

The process combinators are closed on the subclass of nets
whose strongweak fair traces form an regular set


It is decidable if a Triveni process p strongweak fairly satises a PLTL
formula 


The decidability results follow standard results on modelchecking for Buchi
automata cf 

Safety properties
The nite trace semantics 	


Fin
is closely related to the subclass of safety
properties  
 modifying the Buchi automata discussed earlier and using
the results surveyed in 
 we get specializations of the earlier results to
nite traces and safety properties In this case using the fact that an innite
sequence violates a safety property only if some nite prex of the sequence
violates the safety property 
 we get a sharper full abstraction result in the
spirit of the result for CSP 

Theorem 

The process combinators are closed on the subclass of nets
whose nite traces form a regular set


It is decidable if a Triveni process p satises a PLTL safety formula 



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
The 	


Fin
semantics is compositional adequate and fully abstract with re
spect to all the process operators for observing safety properties namely
for any RFT nets N

 N

N




Fin
! N




Fin
i N

and N

satisfy the same
set of safety properties in any process context
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A Formal denitions
Denition A
NIL is dened as the following net L
S
L
 fsg T
L
 ft

j   E	  ffgg
pre
L
t

  fsg post
L
t

  fsg l
L
t

  
Start
L
 fsg FS
L
 
DONE is dened as the following net D
S
D
 fs

 s

g T
D
 ft
hii
j   E	  ffg   i  g  ft
p
g
pre
D
t
hii
  fs
i
g post
D
t
hii
  fs
i
g l
D
t
hii
  
pre
D
t
p
  fs

g post
D
t
p
  fs

g l
D
t
p
 
p
Start
D
 fs

g FS
D
 fs

g
EMIT e is dened as the following net E
S
E
 fs

 s

 s

g T
E
 ft
hii
j   E	  ffg   i  g  ft
p
 t
e
g
pre
E
t
hii
  fs
i
g post
E
t
hii
  fs
i
g l
E
t
hii
  
pre
E
t
e
  fs

g post
E
t
e
  fs

g l
E
t
e
  e
pre
E
t
p
  fs

g post
E
t
p
  fs

g l
E
t
p
 
p
Start
E
 fs

g FS
E
 fs

 s

g
Denition A Let hS
N
 T
N
Start
N
 FS
N
i be an RFT net and let e  E  Then
R  e	N is dened as follows Let DONE be as dened earlier let snew be a new
place and T
new
 ft

j   E	  ffgg a set of new transitions where the transi
tions are labeled by their subscript fsnewg is the preset of all the new transitions
post
R
t
f
  fsnewg post
R
t
e
  Start
N
 and post
R
t

  Start
DONE
for all other
 Then R  hS
N
 fsnewg T
N
 T
new
 fsnewg FS
N
 FS
DONE
i where the labels
presets and postsets of all transitions from N stay unchanged
Denition A Let N  hS
N
 T
N
Start
N
 FS
N
i be an RFT net and let e  E
Then R  N HIDE e is dened as follows Let snew be a new place not in S
N
and

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tnew a new transition not in T
N
 Then R is dened as
S
R
 S
N
 fsnewg T
R
 ft  T
N
j l
N
t 	 e	g  ftnewg
pre
R
tnew  fsnewg post
R
tnew  fsnewg
pre
R
t  pre
N
t post
R
t  post
N
t t  T
R

 T
N
l
R
tnew  e	 l
R
t 



 if l
N
t  e
l
N
t otherwise
t  T
R

 T
N
Start
R
 Start
N
 fsnewg FS
R
 FS
N
Denition A	 Let hS
N

 T
N

Start
N

 FS
N

i and hS
N

 T
N

Start
N

 FS
N

i be RFT
nets Then R  N


 N

is dened as follows Let snew be a new place Then R is
hS
N

 S
N

 fsnewg T
N

 T
N

Start
N

 fsnewg FS
N

FS
N

i where the labels
presets and postsets of all transitions from N

stay unchanged For all t  T
R

T
N

pre
R
t  pre
N
t  fsnewg and if l
N
t 	
p
 then l
R
t  l
N
t and post
R
t 
post
N
t  fsnewg If l
N
t 
p
 then l
R
t   and post
R
t  post
N
t  Start
N


Denition A
 Let hS
N
 T
N
Start
N
 FS
N
i be an RFT net and for all n   let
hsnew ni be new places not in S
N
 Then R  LOOP N is dened as the following
innite net
S
R
 fhs ni j s  S
N
 fsnewg and n  g
T
R
 fht ni j t  T
N
and n  g
pre
R
ht ni  fhs ni j s  pre
N
tg  fhsnew nig
l
R
ht ni 



 if l
N
t 
p
l
N
t otherwise
post
R
ht ni 









fhs ni j s  post
N
tg  fhsnew nig if l
N
t 	
p
fhs ni j s  post
N
tg
fhs n i j s  Start
N
 fsnewgg if l
N
t 
p
Start
R
 fhs i j s  Start
N
 fsnewgg
FS
R
 fhs ni j s  FS
N
and n  g
Denition A Let hS
N

 T
N

Start
N

 FS
N

i and hS
N

 T
N

Start
N

 FS
N

i be RFT
nets let e  E  let snew

 snew

be new places and let T
new
 ftnew

j  
E	  ffgg  ft
e
g be new transitions Then R  DO N

WATCH e	 TOUT N

is

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dened as follows
S
R
 S
N

 S
N

 fsnew

 snew

g
T
R
 ft  T
N

j l
N

t 	 e	g  T
N

 T
new
l
R
tnew

  
l
R
t
e
  e	
l
R
t  l
N
i
t if t  T
R

 T
N
i
post
R
t
e
  Start
N

post
R
tnew

  fsnew

g
post
R
t 













post
N

t  fsnew

g if t  T
R

 T
N

and l
N

t 	 fe
p
g
post
N

t  fsnew

g if t  T
R

 T
N

and l
N

t 
p
post
N

t  Start
N

if t  T
R

 T
N

and l
N

t  e
post
N

t if t  T
R

 T
N

pre
R
tnew

  fsnew

g pre
R
t
e
  fsnew

g
pre
R
t 



pre
N

t  fsnew

g if t  T
R

 T
N

pre
N

t if t  T
R

 T
N

Start
R
 Start
N

 fsnew

g
FS
R
 FS
N

 FS
N

Denition A Let hS
N

 T
N

Start
N

 FS
N

i be a RFT net and let e

 e

 E 
Then R  SUSP N

on e

	 RES e

	 is dened as follows
Let snew

 snew

 snew

be new places and let T
new
 ftnew

j   E	  ffg 
ftnew


j  E	  ffg  ftnew

e

g be new transitions labeled with their subscripts

Exactly snew

is the preset and postset of all the tnew



Exactly snew

is the preset and postset of all the tnew


such that  	 e

	

pre
R
tnew
e


  fsnew

g and post
R
tnew
e

  fsnew

g

pre
R
tnew

e

  fsnew

g and post
R
tnew

e

  fsnew

g
Then R  hS
N
 fsnew

 snew

 snew

g ft  T
N
j l
N
t 	 e

	g  T
new
Start
N

fsnew

g FS
N
i where the labels of all transitions from N stay the same
For all transitions t  T
R

 T
N
 pre
R
t  pre
N

t  fsnew

g and

If l
N
t 	 fe


p
g then post
R
t  post
N

t  fsnew

g
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
If l
N
t 
p
 then post
R
t  post
N

t  fsnew

g

If l
N
t  e

 then post
R
t  post
N

t  fsnew

g
Denition A Let hS
N

 T
N

Start
N

 FS
N

i and hS
N

 T
N

Start
N

 FS
N

i be RFT
nets and let fsnew

 snew

g be new places Then R  N

jj N

is dened as follows
S
R
 S
N

 S
N

T
R
 T  T

 T

T  fht

 t

i j l
N

t

 and l
N

t

 compatible g
l
R
ht

 t

i  compatible l
N

t

 l
N

t


pre
R
ht

 t

i  pre
N

t

  pre
N

t


post
R
ht

 t

i  post
N

t

  post
N

t


T

 fht
copy
 ii j t  T
N
i
and l
N
i

p
g
l
R
ht
copy
 ii  
pre
R
ht
copy
 ii  pre
N
i
t  fsnew

g
post
R
ht
copy
 ii  post
N
i
t  fsnew

g
T

 ft  T
N
i
j l
N
i
t  f
p
gg
l
R
t  l
N
i
t t  T


 T
N
i
pre
R
t 



pre
N
i
t if l
N
i
t  g
pre
N
i
t  fsnew

g if l
N
i
t 
p
g
post
R
t  post
N
i
t t  T


 T
N
i
Start
R
 Start
N

 Start
N

 fsnew

g
FS
R
 FS
N

 FS
N


